
        

 

                                                                                                                                             

 
 

Classwork Tasks 
 

1. Discuss ideas about Traditional fairy tales and their origin 
2. Understand the concept a moral and its purpose  
3. To be able to identify structural features of a fairy tale 
4. To analyse different fairy tales and understand their purpose and 

how they influenced their readers 
5. To discuss whether their ideas and moral lessons are still relevant 

today 
6. To apply what I have learnt to plan my own modern fairy tale 
7. Create my own story in the style of fairy tale for a modern 

reader 

  
Homework Tasks 

 
Ø Completion of 

classwork tasks 
Ø Homework Booklet 
Ø 3 Spelling Tests 

 
Key Words/Phrases 
Beginning             Middle               End               Heroine           Protagonist      
Hero              Antagonist            Moral              Reader           Imagery      
Purpose        Context          Narrator       Dialogue       Interpretation 
 

 

Challenge Key Words 
Didactic 
Exposition 
Dénouement 

 

Your Success Criteria: 
(These are the skills that you will need to have by the end of this unit) 

Writing (I should be able to):  
* Plan, draft and edit a piece of my writing 
* Be able to structure my writing using Freytag’s dramatic arc 
* Use ambitious vocabulary suitable to audience and purpose 
* Include a variety of punctuation thinking about pace 

 

Oracy (I should be able to): 
 

* share one piece of my 
work with the class 

* use Standard English 
confidently in classroom 
discussion 

 

Gifted & Talented Challenge Box: 
 

A. To choose a moral that is suitable for your 
audience 
B. To consider how your chosen moral shapes 
your story 
C. Clearly structure my writing using Freytag’s 
dramatic arc 

Literacy Focus: 
 

Plan, draft and edit your 
work, choosing the right 

type of sentences, a 
variety of punctuation and 

use of some ambitious 
vocabulary.  

 

Extra-
Curricular: 
 
 Year 

7 

Useful Websites: (to help you with this unit) 
 

Writing Fiction: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8mktyc/revision/1 
 

 
 

Y7 Topic: Modern Fairy Tales  
 

Cold Task: Write a fairy tale using traditional characters 
Summative Task: Adapt a traditional tale for a modern 
audience 
 
 
 
 
 


